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For a given integer d, I ,,; d,,; n - I, let Q be a subset of the set of all d x n real
matrices. Define the subspace .N(Q) = span{g(A x): A E Q, g E C(lRd

, IR)}. We give
necessary and sufficient conditions on Q so that .N(Q) is dense in C(IR", IR) in the
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. This generalizes work of
Vostrecov and Kreines. We also consider some related problems. r[": 1993 Academic

Press. Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ridge functions on IW, in their simplest case, are functions F of the form

F(x) = f(a· x),

where f: IR -+ IR, a E IR n
\ {O} is a fixed vector, x = (x l' ..• , X n ) E IR", and

a . x =L:7= I a;x;. Such functions, and both generalizations and linear
combinations thereof, arise in various contexts. They arise in problems of
tomography (see, e.g., [8, 12, 13] and references therein), projection pur
suit in statistics (see, e.g., [6, 9 J), neural networks (see [2, 3, II] and
references therein), partial differential equations [10] (where they are
called "plane waves"), and approximation theory (see, e.g., [1,2,4,5, 14J).

We consider, for given d, 1~ d ~ n - I, functions G of the form

G(x) = g(A x),

where A is a fixed d x n real matrix, and g: IR d -+ IR. For d = 1, this reduces
to ridge functions. In this paper we let Q be a subset of all d x n real
matrices. Set

,Jt(Q) = span {g(A x); A E Q, g E C(lRd
, IR)}.

(We run over all A EQ and all gE C(lRd, IR).) In Section 2 we determine
necessary and sufficient conditions on Q such that the subspace .It(Q) is
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dense in C(!R", !R), i.e., JI(Q) = C(!R", !R), in the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets. In Section 3 we highlight various conse
quences of this result. In Section 4 we discuss the question of characterizing
.11(Q) in general, and its relationship to kernels of differential operators.
Finally, in Section 5 we ask a slightly different question. We fix a natural
number k and ask whether it is possible to approximate functions in
C(!R", !R) (in the above sense) by linear combinations of k functions of the
form g(A x), where we are free to choose the k "directions" A, as well as the
functions g. We prove the answer is no.

We learned from Professor Brudnyi, only after we completed the work
on this paper, of work of Vostrecov and Kreines [15, 16]. Two main
results of our paper, namely Theorem 2.1 and part of Theorem 4.1, were
proven for the case d = 1 in these two papers from the early 60's. These
papers were unfortunately overlooked. We hope that they now receive the
attention which is their due. (For example, in [8, 12] can be found a
version of Theorem 2.1 in the case d = 1 and n = 2.) Other papers of
Vostrecov (see especially [17]) are very much related to more recent work
in [5].

A paper dealing with the above topics should note, and possibly use, the
interrelationship between the results of this paper and Radon transform
theory, polynomial ideals, exponential solutions, Zariski topology, Zariski
closure, and other related matters. It was our desire to write this paper in
as elementary a fashion as possible. We hope that the reader will make the
appropriate connections.

2. MAIN RESULT AND PROOF

Let Q and ..It(Q) be as defined above. For each A E Q, we let L(A)
denote the span of the d rows of A. In what follows A, BE Q are considered
distinct if L(A) of. L(B), because

span {g( A x) : g E C( !R d
, !R)} = span {g( Bx): g E C( !R d

, !R) }

if and only if L(A) = L(B). Set

L(Q) = U L(A).
AEQ

Let H~ denote the set of homogeneous polynomials of n variables of
total degree k, i.e.,
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and H n the set of all homogeneous polynomials of n variables, i.e.,

0:

Hn= U HZ·
k~O
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We use the standard notation m=(m\, ...,mn)EE:, Iml =m, + ... +m,,,
and sm = s';" ... s:;'". Note that dim HZ = (n - k+ k).

THEOREM 2.1. The linear space .1t(Q) is dense in C(W,!R) in the
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets if and only if the only
polynomial in H n which vanishes identically on L(Q) is the zero polynomial.

Proof (=». Assume that for some kEN there exists apE HZ \ {O}
such that p(!;)=O for all !;EL(Q). Let

p(!;) = I bm!;m.
Iml =k

Choose any tPEC~(W), tPI=O, i.e., tP is a nontrivial Coo function with
compact support. For each mE E:, Iml = k, set

OkD m = _
ox';"" .ox':"

We define

l/J(x) = I bm DmtP(x).
Iml =k

Note that l/J E C;'(!Rn
), l/J 1= 0, (supp l/J ~ supp tP), and

if; = ikJp,

where ~ denotes the Fourier transform.
We claim that

t g(Ax) l/J(x) dx =0 (2.1 )

for all A E Q and g E C( !R d
, !R); i.e., the nontrivial linear functional defined

by integrating against l/J annihilates .It(Q). This implies the desired result.
We prove (2.1) as follows. For given A E Q, let m = dim L(A)"; d. Write

x = (x', x"), where (x', 0) and (0, x") are the orthogonal projections of x
onto L(A) and its orthogonal complement, respectively. Then for any
pEC~(W)

f p(x) dx = f [f p(x', x") dX"] dx'.
n:n Rm [Rn-m

640,'15'3-5
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Every c' E IR m is such that c = (c', 0) E L(A). Thus

O=ik~(C)p(C)=J;(C)=(2:t/2fR
n

l/J(x)e- ic xdx

=~f [f l/J(x ', x") dX II
] e- iC" x' dx'.

(271:) / Rm Rn - m

Set

H(x ' ) = t-m l/J(x ', x") dx".

Then HE err (IR m
), and the previous equation can be rewritten as

0=_1_. f H(xl)eiCxdxl=H(c')
(271: )m/2 R'

for all c' E IR m
. Thus H = O.

Set x' = (x', 0). Since (0, x") is orthogonal to L(A), it is clear that

Ax =Ax'

for all x = (x', x") E W. Thus for any g E C(lR d
, IR),

t g(Ax) l/J(x) dx = tm [tn-m l/J(x ', x") dX
II

] g(Aj') dx'

=f H(x')g(Ax')dx'=O.
Rm

(<=). Assume that for a given kEN no non-trivial p E HZ vanishes
identically on L(Q). We will prove that HZ ~ .1l(Q). If the above holds for
all k E Z +' it then follows that .1l(Q) contains all polynomials, and from
the Weierstrass theorem, .1l(Q) = C(W, IR).

Let dE L(Q). Then there exists ayE IRd and an A EQ such that d = yA.
Set g(A x) = (y. A X)k = (d· X)k. Thus (d· X)k E j{(Q) for all dE L(Q).

Since Dmlxm2=bml.m2k!, for m 1,m 2 EZ:, Im 11=lm 2 1=k, it easily
follows that every linear functional I on the finite dimensional linear space
HZ may be represented by some q E HZ via

l(p) = q(D)p

for each p E HZ.
For any given q E HZ,

q(D)(d· X)k = k! q(d).
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If the linear functional I annihilates (d· X)k for all dE L(.Q), then its
representor q E HZ vanishes on L(Q). By assumption this implies that q = O.
Thus HZ=span{(d.x)k :dEL(Q)}S;.It(Q). I

Remark 2.1. The proof of this theorem in the case d = 1 in Vostrecov
and Kreines [15] is much the same, although we like to think that our
proof is somewhat more elegant.

Remark 2.2. In Section 4 we provide a different proof of sufficiency. In
fact that proof will be more general. The above proof is given because it is
elementary and highlights an important fact. Namely, .1t(Q) is dense in
qlR", IR) in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets if and
only if .1t(Q) explicitly contains the polynomials.

Remark 2.3. Our choice of the topology of uniform convergence on
compact subsets is rather arbitrary. Theorem 2.1 will hold for many other
linear spaces defined on IR n or subsets thereof. It is sufficient that the
polynomials are dense therein (the Weierstrass theorem holds) and we can
choose t/J, as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.1, in such a way
that it defines a continuous functional on the space which annihilates
'(I(Q).

3. CONSEQUENCES AND REMARKS

In this section we note some simple consequences of Theorem 2.1.
But first we remark that the property that no nontrivial polynomial in Hn
identically vanishes on L(Q) is equivalent to

dim HZlwn=dim HZ,

for each kEN. For notational ease, we sometimes use this latter form.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If dim HZI [(0) = dim HZ for some kEN, then
dim H71 [(0) = dim H7 for aliI < k.

Proof If dim H71 L(O) < dim H7, then there exists apE H7 \ {O}
vanishing on L(Q). Let qEHZ_/\{O}. ThenpqEHZ\{O} and vanishes on
L(Q). A contradiction. I

PROPOSITION 3.2. If Q = Q 1 U Q 2 then .It(Q) = qlRn
, IR) if and only if

.1t(QJ = qlRn
, IR) for j = 1 or j = 2.

Proof The proof in one direction is simple. To prove the other
direction, assume .1t(Qj ) # qlRn

, IR) for j = 1 and j = 2. As such there
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exist p;EH"\{O} such that Pj vanishes on L(Qj ), j=I,2. Then
p = PI P2 EH"\ {O} and vanishes on L(Q). Thus A(Q) '* C(IR", IR). I

As a consequence of Proposition 3.2, we have:

COROLLARY 3.3. If Q contains only a finite number of distinct elements,
then .l/(Q) '* C(IR", IR).

Proof Given a dxn matrix A, d~n-l, there exists a vector
cEIR"\{O} such that Ac=O. Set p(~)=c·~. p vanishes on L(A). Apply
Proposition 3.2. I

The case d = 1 (n = 2) of this next result was proved in [15] (see also
[12, 8]) by a much different method.

PROPOSITION 3.4. If d = n - 1, and Q contains an infinite number of
distinct A of rank n - 1, then j/(Q) = C(IR", IR).

Proof Recall that A, BE Q are distinct if L(A) *L(B). For each A EQ
of rank n - 1, there exists a unique (up to multiplication by a constant)
CAEIR"\{O} (the normal to L(A)) such that AcA=O. Let

PA(~)=CA .~.

PA vanishes exactly on L(A) and is irreducible.
Assume j/(Q) *C(IR", IR). Thus for some kEN, there exists a

P E HZ\ {O} which vanishes on L(Q). For each A EQ, P vanishes on L(A).
Thus, by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, the polynomial PA must be a divisor
ofp. This is true for an infinite number of irreducible distinct polynomials,
which is a contradiction. I

Let nz denote the space of algebraic polynomials of n variables and total
degree k, i.e., nz = 8?J7~o H;'. Note that dim nz =dim HZ+ I. We also let
n" denote the set of all algebraic polynomials of n variables. For each
a E IR" with a" *0, set

(r().a)=r(a) for all ,I.E IR\{O}.) If a,,=O, r(a) is not defined.

PROPOSITION 3.5. The following are equivalent:

(a) The only polynomial in H" which vanishes identically on L(Q) is
the zero polynomial.

(b) The only polynomial in n" which vanishes identically on L(Q) is
the zero polynomial.
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(c) The only polynomial in I1" - I lvhich vanishes identically on
r(L(Q)) is the zero polynomial.

Proof We first prove the equivalence of (a) and (b). Obviously (b)
implies (a). To prove that (a) implies (b), we first note that L(Q) is a
"balanced cone"; i.e., if a E L(Q) then Aa E L(Q) for all ). E R Thus if
p E I1"\ {O} vanishes on L(Q), then for each a E L(Q) and every). E IR

k k

O=p().a)= L qj(Jea) = L Jejqj(a),
I~O j~O

where qj E H; in the expansion ofp. But this implies that

j= 0, I, ... , k.

Thus there exists a nontrivial homogeneous polynomial vanishing on L(Q).
We now prove the equivalence of (a) and (c). Assume (c) does not hold.

Then, for some kEN, there exists a q E Il~ - I \ {o} which vanishes on
r(L(Q)). Let

q(x) = L dmxm,
Iml 'C;k

where x=(xl, ...,XII _ 1). Set

p(x)= L dmxmx~+l-Iml.

Iml'C;k

Then p E H~+ 1\{O}, and as is easily checked, p vanishes on L(Q). Thus (a)
does not hold.

Now assume that (a) does not hold. For some kEN there exists a
p E H~ \ {O} which vanishes on L(Q). Let

p(x) = L cmxm,
Iml =k

q(x) = L cmx';"··· x';"--i·
Iml~k

Then q E Il~ - 1\ {O} and q vanishes on r( L(Q)). Thus (c) does not hold. I
Let VI' ..., V,,<;;.IR. By
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we mean the set of all vectors a=(a" ...,a,,)EIR" with ajEVj, i=l, ... ,n.
Given d, 1 ';;;;'d';;;;'n-I, let foWl!) denote the subset of the set of dxn
matrices, the rows of which are all possible vectors in 011.

PROPOSITION 3.6. jt(Q(OII» = C(W, IR) if and only if

(a) at least n - d of the VI' ..., V" have an infinite number of distinct
elements;

(b) at most one of the VI' ..., V" has only one element, and none has
only the zero element.

Proof (=)(a) Assume VI' ..., V d + 1 each have a finite number of
elements. For each set of distinct d vectors A= {ii j }~= I in VI x ... x V d+ I£;

IR d + I, let CAE IR d + I satisfy CA' ii j = 0, i = I, ..., d. Let C A = (c A' 0, ..., 0) E IR".
Take the product of all linear polynomials CA' x, for different A. (There are
a finite number of such polynomials.) This product is a homogeneous
polynomial which vanishes on L(Q(JlI»).

(b) If VI={O}, let p(x)=x,. If VI={u,} and V 2={U2}, where
UI ,U2#0, let p(x)=(U2X,-UIX2)' These homogeneous polynomials
vanish on their respective L(Q(JlI».

(<=) Let us assume that both (a) and (b) hold. Our argument is via
induction on n (with d fixed). As such we first prove the result for d = n - 1.

Assume d = n - I, V" has an infinite number of elements, and (b) holds.
Thus assume Vj has at least two distinct elements a j , bi' i = I, ..., n - 2, and
b" ,E V" ,with b" ,#0. Let B denote the n-I xn-l matrix

a, b2 b,,_ 2 b,,_,

b, a2 b,,_ 2 b,,_,

B=

b, b2 a,,_ 2 b,,_,

b, b2 b,, __ 2 b" ,
This matrix has rank n -I. Let u~, ..., u~-' be distinct elements of V". For
any x E V"' consider the n - I x n matrix

(

U

I

)

"B :
U,= U~-"

Each V x is in Q, and it is easily checked that for distinct x E V"' the
associated U, are distinct in the sense of Proposition 3.4. Thus, by the
result therein, '/((Q(OII) = C(W, IR).
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We now continue the induction argument. Assume that 1~ d < n - 1 and
Un contains an infinite number of distinct elements. Let p E HZ vanish on
L(.Q(0lI)). Then

where x= (x]' ..., X n _ d, and qj(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
jin the n-l variables X], ... ,Xn _ l .

For iiE'f= U I x '" X Un_I,

vanishes at each element of Un' Since there are an infinite number of such
elements, we have

for each ii E dii. Thus

for each ii E dii. We apply the induction hypothesis to obtain

Thus p=O. I

For d= 1, this result was proved in [14].
The condition that no nontrivial polynomial in Hn (or fin) vanishes

identically on L(.Q) is not one which is easily checked, unless d = n - 1. The
fact is that no simple condition seems possible because of the complicated
nature of the zero set of multivariate polynomials.

4. THE CLOSURE OF .A(.Q)

Assume .A(.Q) # C(W, IR); i.e., .A(.Q) does not satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 2.1. Can we then identify in some way the closure of .Jt(.Q)?
Before stating the result of this section, we need some additional notation.

For .0 as previously defined, let &'Q denote the set of those polynomials
which vanish on L(.Q), i.e.,
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gIlo is a polynomial ideal. Set

LIN AND PINKUS

N=kergllo = n kerp= {s:p(s)=O,allpEgIlo}'
(JE ..-1"Q

Note that L(Q) s; N, and in general N may be much the larger set.
H is somewhat of a problem to simultaneously work with both Q, which

is a subset of d x n matrices, and N, a subset of IW (1 x n matrices). As such,
let us note that in Theorem 2.1 the case where d> 1 is essentially equivalent
to the case d = 1 in the following sense: Given Q, let

Jt(L(Q» = span {f(a . x): a EL(Q),fE C(IR, IR)}.

Then Jt(Q) = JIt(L(Q». To see this simply note that as an application of
Theorem 2.1, for each dx n matrix A

span {g(A x): g E C(lR d
, IR)} = span {f(a . x): a E L(A ),fE C(IR, IR)}.

THEOREM 4.1. In the topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets, the following three sets are equal:

(1) s1 = span {g( A x): A EQ, g E C( IR d, IR)},

(2) ~ = span{f(a· x): a EN,fE C(IR, IR)},

(3) ~ = span {q(x): q Enn, p(D)q = °for all p E&'o}.

Proof By definition, and from the remark previous to the statement of
Theorem 4.1,

s1 = jt(Q) = ult(L(Q)) = span{f(a· x): a EL(Q),fE C(IR, IR)}.

Since L(Q) s; N, it follows that JIt(L(Q» s;~. Thus s1 s;~.

The set L(Q) is a "balanced cone" (see Proposition 3.5). Let pEgIlo, and
write p in the form

where r EN, and each Pk is a homogeneous polynomial of total degree k.
Since

r

p(h) = L ).kpk(a)
k=O

for each a E IR n
, it follows from the balanced cone property of L(Q) that

Pkl L(O) = °for each k = 0, 1, ..., r. Thus Pk E&'0 for each k, and from the
definition of N we see that N is also a balanced cone.
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We now prove that 91 £; "l. For each a E IRn
, / E 7L +, and homogeneous

polynomial Pk of total degree k

{

a,
pdD)(a·x)'= l! l-k

(l _ k )! Pd a )(a . x ) ,

k>/

k,,;; /.

Thus for each a E N, and every / E 7L +, p(D)(a . x)' = 0 for all P E:JJ>Q since
each P E f!lh vanishes on N. Therefore (a· x)' E ~ for each a E Nand / E 7L + .

The Weierstrass theorem implies that ~ £; "l.
It remains to prove that "l £; d. Since d is a closed linear subspace of

"l, it suffices to prove that each continuous linear functional on C(lRn, IR)
which annihilates d also annihilates~.

Every continuous linear functional m on C(lRn, IR) (in the topology of
uniform convergence on compact subsets) may be represented in the form

m(h)=f h(x)dJ1.(x),
R"

where J1. is a Borel measure of finite total variation and compact support;
see, e.g., [7, p. 203]. Set

i.e., p. is the Fourier transform of J1.. As is well known (see, e.g., [7, p. 389]),
P. is an entire analytic function on en. Furthermore, assuming that J1.
annihilates d (i.e., JR" g(A x) dJ1.(x) = 0 for all A E Q, g E C(fRd, fR», we have
that j1 vanishes on L(Q). Set

x

j1(~) = L Uk(~)'
k=O

where Uk is the homogeneous polynomial of total degree k in the power
series expansion of j1. Since L(Q) is a balanced cone it follows, as
previously shown, that each Uk vanishes on L(Q). That is, Uk E:JJ>Q for each
kE7L+.

Now

Uk(~) = L a",~m,
Iml~k

and
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Therefore for any homogeneous polynomial qk of total degree k of the form

qk(X) = L cmxm,
Iml ~k

we have

f qdx) djl(x) = (2n)"/2 (_i)-k L mt!,.·m,,!amcm
Bl" Iml ~ k

Furthermore, as is easily checked,

if I#- k. Thus if q E II", and

where each qk is a homogeneous polynomial of total degree k, then

Nt q(x) djl(x) = (2n)"/2 k~O (-i) k udD) q(x)lx=o'

This formula together with the fact that Uk E.'3"o for all k implies that for
each q E II" satisfying p(D)q = 0 for all p E .'3"0' we have

f q(x)djl(x)=O.
Bl"

This proves that iC £; sl. I
Remark 4.1. If no nontrivial polynomial vanishes on L(Q), then

Theorem 4.1 implies that

Jt(Q) = span{f(a· x): a E IR", IE C(IR, IR)}

= span{q: qE II"} = C(IR", IR).

This is the different proof of sufficiency in Theorem 2.1 alluded to in
Remark 2.2.

Remark 4.2. In [16], Vostrecov and Kreines prove the equality sl=:Ji
in the case d = 1. That is, an arbitrary function J(b . x) (fE C(IR, IR)) can be
uniformly approximated on compact subsets by functions from

span{g(a ·x): aEL(Q), gE C(IR, IR)}
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(Q a subset of IR n) if and only if all (homogeneous) polynomials which
vanish on L(Q) also vanish at b.

5. VARIABLE "DIRECTIONS"

If we are given a finite number of d x n matrices (d < n IS fixed
throughout this section) AI' ... , A k' then we know that

is not dense in C(W, IR) (Corollary 3.3). However, it does not follow from
this fact that if we are permitted to vary the {A i} ~~ l' while keeping k fixed
(k may be very large), we do not get all of C(W, IR). This is the problem
we address in this section. We set

v1tk = U .1t(A I' ... , Ad
A, ..... Ak

and ask whether to each fE C(W, IR) and compact Kin W

inf II!- gil CLIK) = O.
ge.Nk

The answer is no. However, this is a natural question to ask as one of the
objects and advantages of working with ridge functions is in "choosing" the
directions A I' ..., A k depending upon the function f

We prove the following result.

THEOREM 5.1. Given any kEN, there exist anfE C(lR n
, IR) and a KeIRn,

compact, such that

inf II!- gil CLIK) > O.
ge.Kk

Our proof of Theorem 5.1 is elementary, but not short. We start with
some preliminary material.

In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we constructed a linear functional which
vanished on v1t(Q). For Q with only a finite number of terms AI, ..., A b

there exist simpler linear functionals annihilating .1t(A I' ... , Ad. One such
set of linear functionals was given in [1] and in this more general setting
may be defined as follows.

For each iE{l, ...,k}, let biEW\{O} satisfy Aibi=O. (Assume for
convenience that the A i are distinct, L(A;) i= L(A j ) for i i= j, and the vectors
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b i are distinct (and even pairwise linearly independent).) Consider the 2k

points (not necessarily all distinct) of the form

k

Y+ L ejb
j
,

i~ 1

where ej E {O, 1}, j = I, ... , k, and Y is any fixed vector in W. To each such
point we associate the weight ( -1 )1<.1, where lei = L:J~ 1 ej"

LEMMA 5.1. The nontrivial linear functional on C( [Rn, [R) given by

annihilates Jt(A I' ... , A k )·

Proof It suffices to prove that

for every g E C( [Rd, [R) and each i E { I, ..., k }. Since Ai b i = 0, it follows that
the sum of the coefficients (- 1)1'1 of each of the distinct points
Ai(Y+L:7~1 ejb j ) in the above sum is zero. That is, for each given {ej },
ji= i, Aj(y + L:1~ 1 ejb j ) is a constant vector independent of eiE {O, I}, and
thus both + I and -1 are the coefficients of g(Ai(y +L:1~ 1 ejb j )) in the
above sum. I .

We also use this next result.

LEMMA 5.2. There exists a constant c(k, n) depending only on k and n,
such that for any given unit vectors e I, ... , ek E [Rn there exists a unit v E [Rn

satisfying

!ei.v!?c(k,n),

i= I, ... , k.

Proof Let an be the surface area of the unit ball in [R". For each
t E (0, 1], let y( t) denote the surface area of the unit ball covered by the set

{w: Ilwll = I, Ie ·wl < t},

where c is any fixed unit vector in [R". Obviously y(t) is a continuous
function of t (y(I)=rx.,,), and lim(~o' y(t)=O. Let tk satisfy ky(tk)=a".
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Let c I, .•• , ck be any k unit vectors. By construction there must exist a unit
vector v such that

i= 1, ..., k.

Set c(k,n)=t k • I
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let A 1 , ••• , A k be any k d x n matrices. With no
loss of generality, assume that L(Aj),iL(Aj ) for i,ij. Let K be any
compact subset of ~n with interior. Without loss of generality we will also
assume that K contains the ball, centered at the origin, with radius ak,
some a > O. Let f E C( IR n

, IR) vanish on K outside the ball with center 0 and
radius ac(k, n), and f(O) = 1. To prove the theorem we show that

. f 1
III II!- gil LXIK) ~ 2k '

gE .Fl.

We recall that if L is a subspace of a normed linear space X, and lEX·
annihilates L, then

inf Ilf- gil x ~ IlU)I.
gEL Illll x.

(This follows very easily.) We apply this inequality to prove our result.
For each AI, ..., A k as above, choose unit vectors c 1, ... , c k such that

Ajc
j
= 0, i = 1, ..., k. Let v be a unit vector satisfying

Ic',vl~c(k,n), i= I, ..., k,

as given by Lemma 5.2. Choose bjE { -1,1} so that

i= 1, ... , k,

and set b j = ab;ci, i = 1, ... , k.
Define

l(g)= ~ (_l)lll g (± t;)b}
'I E \ O. I } } ~ 1
} ~ ! •.. .,k

I is a nontrivial linear functional on C(K) (since each of the L:~~ I t;jb j lies
in K) of norm at most 2k

• By Lemma 5.1, 1annihilates .. II(A (, ..., A k ). Now
if any of the {t;j}7~1 are not zero, then

Iljt! t;jbjll~(tl t;jbj'V)~Jl t;}(bj.v)~ac(k,n).
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Thus
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l(f) = "IE~' I) (_l)"'f(t, 81 b/) = f(O) = 1.
1 ~ I ..... k

This proves the theorem. I

Remark 5.1. .,Ilk is not a closed set (k> 1). That is, there exist g E <Hk
which are not in jt(A I' ... , A k ) for any choice of distinct A I' ... , A k •

For example, if k=2, n=2 (and thus d= 1), then XIX~EJ{2' but
xlx~¢vH(al,a2)for any two vectors aI, a2E1R 2. The mechanisms here are
understood (see, e.g., [17]) but are technical. We will not go into detail.
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